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A plan of an arrival
It belongs to the first actions of a discoverer to give a term or a character and make a card of the discovery, the new
one, up to then still other and nameless one. This action separates and differentiates foraign areas from known areas,
so a borderline will be created that circle round the new one. The separation of this line create a deputy of the
discovered one and from this a space results which frames the discovered thing and move it far away from the, now
different nameless quantity with is around it.
It serves the discoverer to tighten the stock of his discovery and it shows him the things of the discovered one by
the spaces betwen and around them, with differentiate and separate all things from eath other.
But while the attempt to check his card for its correctness, it seems the discovered has changed.
That line, witch brougt measure conditions to the discovery to the card seems even to influence the discoverers
opinion of the discovered one.
Some portions, which he assumed as remarkable and conspicously with first look and which served him as a basis
of measure over conferences by setting the line, seem to have changed their original relation to the whole one.
Suddenly he recognize lines at the discovery,where different collided beforehand.
There are spaces appearing, which are sorrounding by things and things which are sorrounded by spaces, without
they are not things.
His discovery seems to be attached by the memory of its deputies,-of this line on the card.
Even without the card, his memory of the lines he pulled,- which are only quite thinly, actually possessed like a
word without expansion,-do not stop to separate the discovery into computable sections, whatever point of view
he takes.
The only solution to protect his original discovery, his first view,-seems to be in this infinitaly small break between
the spaces and the things.
Only regarded from this point of view inside the line, the line is invisible and the strangeness and veracity of his
first view of the discovery seems to be saved.
His journey applies to this place

